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1 ToneUp S3

2 Getting Started

First Things First

When starting ToneUp for the first time you will be presented with the
Registration Screen.

If you have not paid for ToneUp please follow the 'buy now' link and
make your payment. Shortly after payment has been made you will
receive a Registration email. Use this email to obtain your Registration
Code. If you do not recieve the download email it has probably been
blocked your spam filter. Please check your filter or contact me.

Please enter your Registration Code into the correct box along with
your Correct Name and Email. This is very important as it will be used
when checking for updates.

3 Introduction

ToneUp v1.0r was a small application specifically designed to allow the user
to upload custom tonal curves into their Nikon D70 digital camera. ToneUp S3
has taken the application a few steps further and now includes not only Nikon
NEF processing but, with the incorporation of David Coffin's excellent DCRaw,
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any DSLR raw image processing, along with Image printing, Image
Transfering, Image Browsing and Time Lapse photography.

4 The Software

ToneUp is really two products in one :-

Firstly, for Nikon cameras it is a Custom Curve tool and, in its most basic form,
allows you to upload custom tone curves into your Nikon DSLR camera.
Features specifically designed for custom curves are :-

Create curves with the Curve window *
Preview curves effects on loaded images *
Compare curves with the Curve Browser *
Import curves from Nikon Capture and Adobe Photoshop *
Download from the online curve database *
Upload from the online curve database *
Embed curves into NEFs
Extract curves from NEFs

* These features are all available for all camera makes, not just
Nikon.
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Secondly, ToneUp is an image processing tool for almost any digital camera
and allows you to post-process your RAW images. Features specifically
designed for image processing are :-

Adjust Brightness
Adjust Contrast
Adjust Exposure
Adjust Saturation
Adjust Channel Mixing
Adjust Sharpeness
Adjust Colour Balance
Adjust White Balance
Adjust Tone Curve
Adjust Pixel Format
Image Rotation
Image Resizing
Crop Image
Set White and Black points

ToneUp also allows you to convert between file types including Raw, Tiff, Jpg
and Png.
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4.1 Custom Curves

Custom Curves are used to adjust the tonal balance of images that come out
of the camera. They can be used to boost contrast, adjust dynamic range or
simulate film characteristics.

The Curve window shows a graph of the curve that is currently loaded.

Along the bottom of the graph is the input tonal range. This represents the
intensity of the light at each pixel on the camera's sensor.

Up the side of the graph is the output tonal range. This represents the
intensity of the pixels in the output image.

The standard 'curve' is a straight line. This means there is a direct linear
mapping of input to output tones.

You can visually see the effect of a curve by selecting a point on the input (x)
axis, tracing up until you hit the curve and then horizontally across to the
output (y) axis.

Curves are made up of nodes, the simplest of which is a 2-node curve (the
default curve). You can add nodes to the curve and drag them to control the
shape. You are allowed a maximum of 18 nodes (20 including the 2 end
points).

Tip : When creating a curve you should try to keep nodes evenly spaced. This
will help keep the curve a regular shape and free of 'twists'. Twists are where
the curve doubles back on itself and may produce unexpected results.
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Graph control

Left mouse button - insert node
Left mouse button + move - drag node
Right mouse button - options menu

Tonal Range "Levels" control

There are 2 red markers on both the input and output tonal range axis'
that define the range of tones to be used. By default these are set to
give the maximum range but you can adjust them by clicking on the
tonal axis and dragging them to the desired position.

Tip: The curve window can be made to always be visible by right-
clicking it and selecting "Always on top".

4.2 Image Processing

The Image Windows shows the currently loaded images and the effects of the
current curve / image settings. You can load as many images as you like, but
performance may decrease (depending on machine specification)
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ToneUp will load almost any Raw, Jpg, Tiff or Png image, accessed using :-

"File / Images  / Load Image…"

You can also save the images as a Jpg, Tiff or Png using :-

"File / Image / Save Image … "

The Image can be adjusted using the Curve or any of the other image
processing tool located in the "Image" menu.

ToneUp will process the images, starting with the currently selected image
and then working through the others in sequence. If you are making
adjustments to an image ToneUp will concentrate on updating this image
before the other background images.

To change the currently selected image simply click at its titlebar, select from
the "Window" menu, or press the space bar to cycle through them.

Tip: By right-clicking the image you can access the options menu. The
contents of this menu depend on the current action.

The options are :-
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Zoom In
Zoom Out
Actual Size
Fit to Window
Fit to Screen
Lock Image
Full Screen
Clear WB
Clear White point
Clear Black point
Clear Crop

5 Menus
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5.1 File

New Curve

Resets the current tonal curve

Open Curve

This option allows the user to load pre-saved ToneUp curves (*.TUP) or
import Nikon curves (*.NTC and *.NVC)

Note: ToneUp can import both Nikon Capture Editor "NVC" and Nikon
Capture Camera Control "NTC" curves, although the exact image
reproduction may vary from that of the same curve loaded via Nikon Capture's
Camera Control.

Note: Some curves created with older versions of ToneUp may not load
correctly

Save Curve

This option allows the user to save the current ToneUp curve.

NEF Curve Tools

Embed Curve (Batch)

Embed curve will insert the current tonal curve into the selected NEF
files

Extract Curve

This options allows the user to extract a curve from a NEF saved on
disk. When a curve is extracted ToneUp will
attempt to match it to known curves in the curve database.

Open Image

Load image allows the user to load almost any Raw, Jpg or Tiff ready for
image processing.

The image may also be used to preview the effects of a tonal curve, although
it is only approximate to the actual result of the camera.

Save Image
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Save Image allows the user to save the currently loaded image with the select
image processing applied.

Close Image

Closes the current image.

Close All Images

Closes all images currently loaded

Settings

"Settings" are used to save complete ToneUp setups. All tools
positions and settings are saved.

The last loaded Settings file is automatically loaded on ToneUp start-
up. You can stop this auto-loading by selecting 'clear' from the Settings
menu.

Settings files can be used to create favorite image processing
techniques, for example Black&White settings.

Preferences

Show Grid

This option allows the user to toggle the grid display on and off

Set UserComment

This will force ToneUp to write the curve name into the Cameras
User Comment area. The User Comment may be
viewed on the camera's LCD display via the "Set Up / Image
Comment" menus.

The User Comment will also be written into each photographs
EXIF data, allowing the user to determine which curve was
loaded.

Auto-Extract curve when loading NEF

This options will force ToneUp to extract the curve from the NEF
currently being loaded. A warning message will be displayed if
the file does not contain a curve.

Auto-load last Image on StartUp
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This option will automatically reload the last loaded image. This
is convenient if you are concentrating on creating or tuning a
custom curve.

Create new file when embedding curves

This option will force ToneUp to create a new file when it
embeds a curve into a NEF. The file created will
have the same filename with _TUP appended to the end.

Auto-check for Updates

This option will tell ToneUp to connect to the online server every
30days and check for the latest version. You will also have the

option to download new versions.

Renderer

ToneUp has two methods to render images to the screen;
Software and MMX. The MMX renderer will be approximately 4
times quicker than Software, although some processors may not
support it.

Filter

This option allows the user to select what image filtering is used when
rendering images. The better the filter, the slower the rendering. By
default the filter is set to "best & slowest".

DCRaw Settings

Use DCRaw for all raw conversions

This option forces ToneUp to use DCRaw instead of any
other converters it may have available. Currently ToneUp also

have the Nikon SDK for use with NEF conversions.

Use camera white balance

The image is processed using the cameras white balance
setting

Automatic white balance

The image's white balance will be calculated during
processing.
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Don't clip colours

Renormalise Image

During conversion the image will be analysed to make
sure the dynamic range is maximal.

Chop %
The Chop percentage is the amount of the shadow

detail to lose during renormalisation.

Crop%
The Crop percentage is the amount of the highlight

detail to lose during renormalisation.

Gamma
The gamma value to be used during conversion.

By default this value is qutie conservative to avoid losing highlight
detail.

Brightness
The brightness scaling to be applied to the image

during raw conversion.

External App

This will open the currently selected image in the selected External
Application. To select the External application click on the 'change'
button.

Print Image

The Print Image option will give you basic printing capabilities.

Send to App

"Send to App" will send the currently selected image to the registered
Extenal Application (see Preferences). You can register up to 5
external applications.

Convert Image (Batch)

Batch conversion allows the user to convert a number of Original
images into either Jpgs, Tiffs or Pngs with the currently selected image
settings (curve, saturation, white balance, channel mixer, etc).

The Original image can be almost any Raw, Jpg, Tiff or Png image.
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Output Quality

This option either sets the quality of the Jpg file or the bit depth of the
Tiff file when saving the Images. The higher the quality the larger the
file size.

Output Folder

This is the folder ToneUp will save any images into. Click on the
'change' button to select a different folder.

Apply options

The Apply options allow you to select which image processing tools are
applied during the save process (batch or single file). The more options
you apply the slower the processing will be.

Resize

During the batch conversion ToneUp will resize the image to the sizes
specified for Landscape or Portrait orientated images. This means that
if you specify a number of images, some portrait and some landscape,
ToneUp will automatically decide how to resize them.

Alternatively, you can select to leave the images their original size.

Lock aspect Ratio

This option forces ToneUp to maintain the image's original aspect ratio.
If you are cropping an image this option will maintain the crop
dimensions.

5.2 Camera

Download Curve

This options will download the current curve in the camera.

Note:
1) The curve will not have any of the curve information set.
2) This option is only available in the Full version of ToneUp and
the camera must be connected correctly

Upload Curve
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This option uploads the current curve into the camera Custom Curve
area.

Note: This option is only available in the Full version of ToneUp and
the camera must be connected correctly

Quick Set Curves

The Quick Set menus allow the user to store their favorite 5 curves and
quickly send them to the camera

Note: This option is only available in the Full version of ToneUp and
the camera must be connected correctly.

Transfer Images (Windows XP only)

Using this option you can transfer image from your Camera to your
computers Harddrive.

Time Lapse Shots (Windows XP only)

The first thing you must do to use the Time Lapse feature is to select
your camera. When you first option the Time Lapse menu you will be

presented with a list of USB devices, please select your camera from
this list.

You can now remotely control the camera and take time lapse shots.
Simply set the number of shots required and the delay between each
shot. When you are ready click "start". The time until the next shot is
shown by the countdown timer. You can pause or cancel the process
using the relevant buttons.

A new 'Beta' option has been added that allows you to take one shot at
a time and have it automatically transfered to the computer and
displayed via the Image Browser.

5.3 Curve

Set Info

The Set Info option allows the user to add information to the curve that
is displayed in the Online Database. The curve name is also used to
set the "User-Comment" inside the camera (see the Options/Set
UserComment section)

Reset Curve

This is used to reset the current curve to the default. All curve data will
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be lost during a reset.

Online Curve Database

This menu option is used to access the Online Curve Database. The
Database is a resource designed to allow users to share their favorite
curve quickly and easily (see the Online Curve Database section for
more infomation)

Curve Mode

The Curve mode option changes how ToneUp applies curves to the
image data.

Editor

In Editor mode ToneUp applies the curve after a gamma curve
has been applied to the raw image data. This is the traditional way

most image processing applications work.

In-Camera

In-Camera mode tells ToneUp to apply the curve to the raw
image data before the gamma curve is applied. This simulates how the

camera applies Custom Curve's and will produce a closer
representation to that of a curve loaded into the camera.

Please Note: Although this option is available to any user it
only has any relevance to Nikon DSLR users (since only these

camera can have custom curves uploaded into them.)

5.4 Image

ToneUp has a number of tools that can be used to adjust the image.

Saturation / Channel Mixer

The Saturation slider allows the user to reduce or boost the colour
saturation of the image from zero to double the normal value.

The Channel Mixer is an important tool as it defines how ToneUp mixes
Red, Green and Blue to work out the luminance of a pixel. As you
adjust the Channel Mixer you will notice the values change colour, from
blue to red. This is to indicate the change in luminance when compared
to the original image. If the colour is Blue the images overall luminance
has been reduced. If the colour is Red the images overall luminance
has been increased.
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White Balance

The White Balance tool is used to adjust the temperature of the image.
ToneUp will attempt to determine what setting the shot was taken with
(shown by the "As-Shot" slider) and allow you to set a new temperature
(using the "New White Balance" slider). You can also use the 'Estimate'
button to ask ToneUp to analyse the image and calculate the optimal
setting.

Brightness / Contrast / EV

This tool allows you to adjust the brightness, contrast and exposure of
the image.

Color Balance

This tool allows you to adjust the color balance of the image. For
example, if the image has a slight green tint to it you could remove
some of the green by moving the green slider to the left.

The 'Maximise' button will set the sliders to the maximum values for
each channel without blowing out any of the pixels.

Sharpness

This tool allows you to increase or decrease the sharpness of the shot.

Pixel / Curve Info

The Pixel Info window shows two number for each channel (R, G, B).
The first number is the pixels value in the processed image. The
second value is the pixels value in the original image.

The Curve Info shows the X and Y coordinates of the current Node.

Show lost pixels

When either of the lost pixel tools are active the currently loaded
images are rendered at a reduced brightness to allow easy
identification of the relevant pixels.
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Highlights

The Highlights tool will indicate which pixels have reached their
maximum value, and can therefore not be brightened any further. Any
increase will result in losing information.

The tool indicates the three channels (Red, Green and Blue)
seperately. For example, using the image above, the highlights tool will
indicate that the red channel of the flower has reached its maximum
value. This means that any brightening of the image will result in a
change of colour for the flower, since the red channel cannot be
increased any more (but the green and blue can be).
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Shadows

The shadows tool shows any pixel that has reached its minimum
value, ie 0. Like the highlights tool it works on each channel
seperately. In the image below you can see that the blue
channel in various parts of the image have reached zero.
Darkening the image in these parts will result in lost information
and a change in colour (since the blue channel can not be
reduced any further but the Red and Green can be).
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Rotate Image

This option allows you to rotate the currently selected image
clockwise or anti-clockwise.

Disable All Tools

This option will disable or enable all tools. This is very useful for
comparing the current alterations to an image.

Pixel Format

This option allows you to select how the Red, Green and Blue
data is mapped during processing. This has uses during Infrared
processing.

Image Size

This option allows you to resize the currently selected image.
You can select either 'Pixels' or 'Percentage'.

The image dimensions will remain in proportion while you have
'Maintain Aspect Ratio' checked.

Image Settings
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Each image in ToneUp stores its own settings (brightness,
contrast etc). These collectively, settings can be viewed as post-
processing techniques similar to film developing techniques.

If you are working with a RAW image these settings are
automatically saved along with original file, but you can also
save the settings seperately allowing you to create 'favorite'
post-processing techniques, for example a Black&White
process.

Open

This option loads a setting file and applies it to the currently
selected image

Save

This option allows you to save Image Settings seperate to RAW
images, allowing them to be loaded and applied to any image

Clear All

This option resets all Settings back to their default values

Extract from Raw

This option allows the users to copy Image Settings from a RAW
file on disc.

Remove from Raw

ToneUp can save its Image Settings along with RAW files. This
option allows you to remove these settings and return the RAW
file to its original state.

5.5 Window

Histogram

The Histogram display is a graph of "Pixel Intensity" vs. "Number of
Pixels". By examining it you can see the number of pixels at any given
intensity, which is particularly useful when looking to maximise dynamic
range.
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You can view the histogram in three different modes (accessed by
right-clicking the histogram window or using the menus): -

RGB - A display of the raw Red, Green and Blue pixel
count.

RGB Biased - A display of the Red, Green and Blue pixel
count with respect to the channel mixer settings

Luminance - A display of the total luminance of each pixel.

Curve Graph

The Curve graph is a display of the currently loaded curve. For more
information see the "Custom Curves" section earlier in this manual

Image Browser

The Image Browser is used to quickly view your images. The Window
is split into 4 panels;

The two on the left side of the window show the currently selected
image and its EXIF information. The two on the right side show the
folders available and thumbnails of the images in the current folder.
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You can open the currently selected image by clicking "open" (or
double clicking the image).

The drop-down menu at the top is used to quickly go to popular or
recently viewed folders.

You can view all the images in the current folder by starting a
"Slideshow". This will show each image for approximately 3 seconds.
To stop the Slideshow click "stop".

Curve Browser 

The Curve Browser will display a list of all the curves in the current
curve folder (this is the folder you last opened or saved a curve to).

By clicking at a curve in the list you can quickly see its effects on the
image. This is useful for comparing curves.

You can open the curve by double clicking it.

You can change the current folder by clicking "Change folder".

EXIF Info

The EXIF window will show information about the current image.

Currently Nikon NEF and Jpg images have most of the EXIF
information displayed, whereas other Raw, Tiff and Png images have
limited informaiton.

Arrange

Tile

This option will arrange all the currently loaded images on the
screen such that they are all visible.

Cascade

This option will maximise each image and arrange them one on
top of the other.

Enter Full Screen

This option will display the current image in 'Full Screen' mode.
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To exit full screen mode press the Escape key.
To view the next image press Space.

5.6 Help

About
The About page can be used to find out the current version of ToneUp

and your registration code.

Keyboard shortcuts

ToneUp has a number of keyboard shortcuts designed to make image
processing easier and quicker.

The 4 main tools are located on Z, X, C and P

The image processing toolboxes can be accessed using A, S, D, F and
W.

Online

ToneUp has a number of online features :-

Getting Started
Manual
Tutorials
Forums
FAQ

All of these items are aimed at helping ToneUp users and, due to their
nature, will be constantly updated and improved.

Check for Updates

This option will connect to the online version control system and check
if you have the latest version of ToneUp.

Any new features will be listed along with upgrade information. Please
click on the download button to start downloading the latest version.

Please note: You must enter your correct name and email into the
Registration screen to be able to download the latest version. If
you have entered the information incorrectly please uninstall
ToneUp and reinstall it.
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6 Image Tools

ToneUp has four image tools; Zoom, Crop, Pan and Set. These tools live on
the toolbar at the top of the screen. Each tool has it own Options panel that
appear next to the buttons.

Zoom

The Zoom tool is used by left clicking at the point you wish to zoom in to.
Holding the Alt key down while clicking will zoom out. Right clicking at the
image will access the zoom menu allowing you to  :-

Zoom in - same as left clicking
Zoom out - same as left clicking while holding Alt.
Actual size - View the image at actual size
Fit to window - zoom the image so it fits within the window
Fit to screen - resize the image window so it fills the ToneUp window

Using the Zoom-Options panel you can type in exactly the zoom required.

Pan

The Pan tool is used to move the image once zoomed in. It is used by clicking
at the image and dragging it to the position required.

Using the Pan-Options you can type in exactly the location you want to centre
the image about.

Crop

The crop tool can be used to specify the region of the image you wish to save.
You define a region by clicking at the top left point of the region and dragging
the mouse to the bottom right point.

ToneUp will display the crop region by shading the area outside of the crop
grey. The region will have small yellow crosses at each corner which can be
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used to adjust the region. Alternatively, you can pick up and move the crop
region by clicking at the centre of the area.

Right clicking at the image will access the options menu and allow you to
cancel the current crop.

The crop region can be 'nudged' one pixel at a time using the cursor keys.
Holding Shift or Ctrl down at the same time allows you to adjust the top-left or
bottom-right points.

Pressing Enter (or double clicking) will zoom the crop region such that it fits
the screen.

Using the Crop-Options you can specify the exact aspect ratio of the crop. For
example, typing 6 and 4 into the two boxes will constrain the crop region to 6
units wide and 4 units high.

Tip: The crop is not a destructive tool, i.e. it only gets applied during the save
process and can therefore be adjusted or removed at any time.

Tip: Using the Opacity slider you can vary the strength of the grey region to
help you view the crop.

Set Point

The Set Point tool has three seperate functions.

Set Black

The Set Black point tool is used to automatically adjust the curve input range
to make the point clicked at black.

Set White

The Set White point tool is exactly the same as the Set Black point tool except
it controls the white point of the image.

To undo either of the Set White/Black point settings just right-click at the
image and select "Clear White/Black point" from the menu.

Set WB (White Balance)

The Set WB tool is used to automatically set the White Balance of the image
based on the color of the selected pixel. To use just left-click at the pixel you
wish to sample.

To undo the White Balance just right-click at the image and select "Clear WB"
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from the menu.

Gamma adjuster

The Gamma selection is used to set the gamma value of the current curve. It
is adjusted using the small up/down arrows on the right hand side of the value
or by typing in the absolute value required.

Apply Curve

The Apply Curve checkbox is used to switch the effect of the curve On or Off.

7 Uploading / Downloading Curves (Nikon Only)

Once you have created (or loaded) a curve you can upload it into the camera
using the menu Option "Camera / Upload Curve".

When you select this option you will see a progress bar showing when the
upload will be completed, which will normally take less than 2 seconds.

You can also download curves from the camera using the "Camera  /
Download Curve" menu option.

NB. Both of these options are only available if you have the camera
connected and switched on before starting ToneUp. If you are still unable to
upload to the camera please read the FAQ at the end of this manual.

Quick Set Curves

The Quick Set option allows you to fill 5 slots with your favourite curves
so you can quickly upload them without having to locate, load and
upload them.

To remove a Quick Set curve you must select it and then click "reset
ticked slot".

8 Online Curve Database

The Online Curve Database is designed to make curve sharing quick and
easy.

Upload

This option allows the user to upload the current curve to the Online
Database. All information must be filled in before an upload will be
allowed. Please fill in the information sensibly.
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If a curve already exists in the database with the same filename a
warning message will be displayed. You can simply change the
filename and re-upload. Note that ToneUp will save a copy of any curve
uploaded in your current directory.

Note: This option is only enabled in the full version of ToneUp

Get Curve List

This option will download the current database curve list.

Download

This option will download the currently selected curve from the
Database.

Note: This option is only enabled if you have selected a curve

Please Note: The Online Curve Databas is a shared resource that all ToneUp
users can access. Any abuse of the system will result in the removal of the
feature.

9 Time Lapse Photography

The Time Lapse Feature in ToneUp has two modes.

SetUp
When you first open the Camera Control (Time Lapse) Window you will
need to select the camera you wish to use. ToneUp will present you
automatically with a list of all USB devices connected to your PC,
please select your camera.

Continuous
In Continous mode ToneUp will take the specified number of shots
every N seconds. For example, if you enter 10 shots with a delay of 5
seconds ToneUp will take a shot every 5 seconds for 50 seconds (until
all 10 shots have been taken).

Single-Shot (Beta feature)
In Single-Shot mode ToneUp will take one shot at a time and transfer it
back to the PC's harddrive. To start with you will need to select the
folder you wish your images to be saved into. It is recommended that
you select (or create) an empty folder each time you start a shoot.
Once you have selected a folder simply click "shoot" to take a shot.
After the shot has been taken you will see the camera transfering the
image to the PC's harddrive (this will take approximately 5-10 seconds,
depending on the resolution of the image). The Image Browser will now
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automatically open and show your image. (Recommendation - open the
Image Browser before starting Time-Lapse photography and adjust it to
the size/position you like).

10 Best Practices

Below is a list of best practices I believe should be followed to avoid damaging
your camera: -

- Plug the camera's USB connector in to the PC before switching on the
camera.

- Switch on the camera before loading ToneUp (or any interfacing
software)

- Do not switch off or disconnect the camera while ToneUp (or any
interfacing software) is running.

- Do not try to upload or download a curve from the camera while you
are downloading images.

11 The Future and how you can help

There are a number of ways you can help ToneUp to grow and improve :-

Firstly, by purchasing the product. ToneUp will always be priced very
competitively and upgrades will always remain Free-of-Charge. But, without
your initial support I can not continue to develop it.

Secondly, by giving feedback, suggestions and criticisms. With your input I
can steer ToneUp in the right direction and provide a tool that satisfy all of
your needs.

And thirdly, by supporting ToneUp in the community and spreading the word.
The more people that know about ToneUp the more support I will receive and,
therefore, the more I can develop it.

12 Tutorial

Visit the Online Tutorial for information about uploading curves into the
camera and checking which curve is currently loaded.
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13 FAQ

Note : This section is currently under construction. If you encounter a problem
please email me so I can add it here with a solution.

Question 1:
I can't get the program to run.

Answer:
Firstly, The current ToneUp installer only works on Windows XP
or 2000. If you require a Windows 98 version please contact me.

Secondly, make sure you have the latest verison of Microsofts
.NET installed; available here :-

http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyId=262
D25E3-F589-4842-8157-034D1E7CF3A3&displaylang=en

Also, make sure you have the Nikon drivers installed that came
with you camera.You can install these by installing
PictureProject.

Question 2:
I can't upload curves because the menu option is greyed out.

Answer:
If you are running Windows 98 please contact me. If you are
running Windows XP or 2000 read on...

You must connect your camera and switch it on before starting
ToneUp. The exact order of operation must be :-

1) connect camera via USB
2) switch on camera
3) start ToneUp.

If the options are still unavailable you probably have your
camera set to "Mass Storage" mode instead of "PTP". You can
change this setting in the camera's menu system by selecting
"Setup" and then "USB".

If you are still unable to connect to the camera you will need to
reinstall the camera driver. This driver is included in the ToneUp
installation package.
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To install the driver follow these steps :-

1) Set camera in PTP mode
2) Connect camera and switch on
3) Open the control panel (Click "Start/settings/control panel")
4) Open "System" and select the "hardware" tab.
5) Click on the "Device manager" button.
6) In the list locate "Imaging Devices" and right click at it.
7) Select "properties" from the menu list.
8) Select "Driver" and then "Install"
9) When asked to locate the correct driver locate the
NkCtlPTP.inf file.
10) After the driver has been installed reboot machine.
11) Finished. ToneUp should now recognise your camera.

Question 3:
I have uploaded a curve but don't know how to select it in-
camera

Answer:
Press the menu button on the camera and enter these menus :-

1) Select the "Shooting menu"  (shown by a small camera icon)
2) Select "Optimise image"
3) Select "Custom"
4) Select "Tone comp."
5) Select "Custom"

The curve is now operational. To deselect the curve simply
follow the procedure above but select one of the other built-in
curves instead of "custom" in step 5.

Question 4:
Does ToneUp work on Windows 98 ?

Answer:
The current installation package is built exclusively for Windows
XP / 2000. We are working on a seperate Win98 package but in
the meantime we can instruct you in how to get ToneUp working.
Please contact us for details

Question 5:
ToneUp does not recognise a curve when I extract it from a NEF
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Answer
ToneUp will only try to match extracted curve with TUP curves in
its curve database and not Nikon curves

Question 6:
I want to see thumbnails of my images when selecting which
image to load.

Answer
On the 'load image' dialog box click the icon at the top right of
the window. This will allow you to specify how the files are listed
and one of the options is "thumbnails".

Question 6:
I can't get the time-lapse feature to work. It counts down to zero
but does not take a shot.

Answer
Make sure your camera is set to PTP mode (Nikon) or USB for
other manufacturers.

If you have a problem that is not covered by the above please
contact me.

14 About the Author

I have been a professional computer games developer for approximately 12
years and am currently involved in a sport simulation game for the Next Gen
consoles. I am an enthusiastic amateur photographer with a passion for
software development … this is what happens when the two meet.

If you have any problems, suggestions or feedback with this software please
contact me at contact@oxfordeye.co.uk.


